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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 1900-Unfortunately, a woman like that was locked in

the ice cavern and could only come out after a hundred years.

She would be an emotionless ice-cold robot then.

The Iridescent Sect’s ice cavern was famous across Star Kingdom.

That was where the Iridescent Sect trained their death soldiers.

The cold air in there could slowly eliminate someone’s emotions.

After they came out, they would not have any emotions or desires.

Would that person still even be human?

That place should not exist.

Nek also thought of one person.

An ant that could be crushed to death, but he did not.

That opponent even escaped with the help of the Iridescent Sect.

Nek did not care for David, a young man who dared to offend his Saint Might

He was just an ant of Eternal Realm Ruler Rank.

Once Nek had time, he could crush David at will.

Now, it was more important to enjoy himself. These women were all newcomers.

Although they were not the best, they were still more than enough.

They could already be regarded as the top beauties in this part of the land.

The Simmons family was one of the large forces among the other forces of Star

Kingdom.

They also had their own intelligence department.

They would keep an eye on the major events happening in Star Kingdom.

However, Nek himself did not pay much attention to this.

His focus was on enjoying this life of debauchery.

If Nek could pay a little attention, he would have found out that the man on the

Lightfoot family’s warrant looked very similar to the kid he nearly killed in the

Iridescent Sect.

Then, he would de nitely learn of what happened in West End of the Central

Sacred Continent immediately after.

Even if he did not believe it, he would be at least a little prepared.

In that case, he would not be so ignorant as he was now.

Currently, Nek was completely immersed in the world of desire.

He failed to get Celeste, as well as the stunning seven fairies.

Thus, he could only vent his anger on other people.

Everyone in the Simmons family knew their grandmaster’s temper, so they did not

dare to disturb him.

In the void outside the Simmons Continent, a space crack suddenly appeared.

David stepped out of the crack and glanced at the piece of land not far away,

exuding a halo of light.

There was a gleam of coldness in his eyes.

David still remembered the way Nek looked at him in the Iridescent Sect.

Nek looked at him like he was looking at an ant that could be crushed to death at

anytime.

Nek had vividly displayed a Saint’s arrogance.

At that time, David, who had just arrived in Star Kingdom, only had the strength of

an Eternal Realm Ruler Ranker, and he did not have the slightest ability to resist a

strong Saint.

If it was not for his strong mind power, he would be dead by now.

Nek would never have imagined that the situation that time would be reversed not

long soon.

David would come to the Simmons Continent with the strength of a late True Saint.

And he, a beginner Pre-Saint, would just be an ant when facing David, a late True

Saint.

He might be stronger than ordinary ants, but not by much.

That was all he was.

“Simmons, you mutt! I, David Lid ell. am here. Since you wanted to kill me, you can’t

blame me. I hope you are ready for your imminent death! I will not give you any

chance to escape,” David sneered.

Then, he disappeared again. He entered the space and rushed toward the mainland.

Nek, who was enjoying the service of the beauties, suddenly felt a chill rushing

straight to the top of his head, making him shiver all over.

‘What happened?’

He stood up with a tight frown.

After he got to Saint Realm and obtained a Saint’s body, his body never gave him

any baseless warnings.

The physical changes just now were an indication of what was about to happen.

Nek’s actions frightened the women around him. So, they all knelt while shivering.
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